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What was most helpful in UFE…

• The process

• The focus on USE

• The focus on USERS

• The 12 STEPS defined

• The participatory and flexible approach.



What was most challenging:

" Engaging the primary users

" Staff turnover, late hiring of evaluator

" Was unable to attend the training in Penang

" The broadness and the process were challenging

" Specific steps: focusing the evaluation (Step 6);

during Step 9 involving the users was required.



Conditions, enabling factors:

" Common ground & understanding UFE overall

" PIUs have to cooperate among themselves

" PIUs have to have the primary say in the

evaluation, not senior management

" Acceptance of the evaluation results due to

involvement



What to do differently next time:

" Integrate UFE into other projects and into their
planning

" Identification of the key uses and questions could
have been done a little sooner

" An earlier training on UFE would have been helpful

" Could have done simulation with real respondents
to sharpen the questions



What was most helpful in UFE…

" Talk of users and uses - the users do take ownership;

" Use has to be identified beforehand; it is important for

focusing the evaluation.

" It is systematic and helps to think through each step; the

combination of the check-lists and the KEQs.

" The emphasis on why Vs. how; the learning

environment created was noted.



What was most challenging:

" Patton’s book is overwhelming

" Pinning down users and uses: the tendency is to
broaden the number of both users and uses

" Facilitative role of project evaluator: creating the
initial understanding of UFE concepts and roles

" Deciding who uses the evaluation - decision making
structures

" Selection of topic for UFE – culture and context



Conditions, enabling factors:

" Good logistical  support (funds, duration)

" Getting the right evaluator - has to be pro-active

" Organization(s) willing to learn from the process;
IDRC evaluation unit supports UFE

" Leadership and clarity of purpose; the level of
commitment of project managers was key

" Mentoring support was essential; continuity of the
support to the mentoring process



What to do differently next time:

" Spend good time in the beginning on UFE before project
starts; we did not do it enough in Penang

" More discussion is needed before selecting a UFE
project

" Earlier face-to-face meetings, to understand project
contexts

" Evaluative background of partners



How UFE has changed our practice…

" Users and use: and I try to use it in other evaluations

" Helped to focus the work for the client

" UFE helps to clarify thinking, helps to focus on ‘why’

" In another evaluation I tried to insist on users and uses

" Absolutely; the initial focus on the user is huge

" Have become a mini UFE ambassador

" Helpful to have a conceptual framework that is validated
by the literature



What worked in our mentoring…

" Face-to -face and close communication through skype

and emails

" Mentoring through skype helped to relax the partners

" Backstopping and support to the mentors

" Flexibility to travel for face-to-face meeting; to adapt role

for each of the projects; watching the different styles



What to change in our mentoring…

" Need more interaction at personal level and mentorship

is best when both parties are relaxed; Skype good, but

more face to face.

" The second mentor role was not always effective

" Not sure how IDRC is learning from the process





..so we

are all

users?

..what now..

facilitate?


